Europhysics Notes

Euroconference Grants

This month's meetings calendar (pp. 31-42) includes 39 Euroconferences (designated by a "(*)") in physics, astronomy and related areas receiving European Community support decided upon in the first selection round of the EC's Human Capital and Mobility Programme (second round decisions are in April). Taking place repeatedly over several years, Euroconferences aim to place young scientists in contact with more experienced colleagues for up to five days in a relaxed environment. The Commission of the EC's DG-XII Directorate supports separately events that prepare new programmes. Young researchers (from EC Member States only) interested in participating in a Euroconference should apply to the person named in the listing to obtain EC-finance grants.

Adapting EC Fellowships Takes Time

Following Council of Ministers decisions, the EC's Human Capital and Mobility work plan specifies the application of national laws for HCM fellowships and equivalent monthly support for postdocs in different EC countries. High social charges means fellows in the UK or Germany should in national schemes so "selected institutes" in the listing to obtain EC-financed grants.

Adapting EC Fellowships Takes Time

Following Council of Ministers decisions, the EC's Human Capital and Mobility work plan specifies the application of national laws for HCM fellowships and equivalent monthly support for postdocs in different EC countries. High social charges means fellows in the UK or Germany should in national schemes so "selected institutes" in the listing to obtain EC-financed grants.

Electronic Publishing ISO Standard

A committee met in Geneva last month to discuss comments received by the International Standards Organization (ISO) committee secretariat on the Draft International Standard ISO 12083 (Information and Documentation, Electronic Manuscript Preparation and Markup). As the draft standard had passed a ballot of member countries, the final form of the ISO standard (expected in June 1993 was discussed. This should interest publishers and all those who have committed themselves to using the standard. EPS through its working group on electronic publishing has been closely involved in preparing the comments to ensure that ISO 12083 can be used to exchange physics articles between authors, publishers and libraries. The vendors of text formatting software such as Word Perfect, Framemaker, Interleaf, and MS Word can start implementing the standard in their products as soon as it appears.

Will Become DESY Chairman

Professor B. Wilk succeeded Professor V. Soergel as Chairman of DESY, Germany's national research centre for particle physics in Hamburg, on 1st March.

Schools 1994

Jan. 3 - 21 20th IAU School for Young Astronomers Pune, India D.G. Wentzel, Astron. Dept., Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA - A: (031) 314 90 67 wentzel@astroumd.edu

July 4 - 8 Nonlinear Aspects of Physicochemical Phenomena: 9th Europhysics Summer School on Chemical Physics & 5th Int. School on Computational Chemistry Girona, Spain F. Sagüés, Dept. de Química Física, Univ. de Barcelona, Diagonal 647, E-08028 Barcelona +34 (3) 402 12 22 / 411 14 92 A: 31 Mar 93 / NP / SFR 200.-; incl. IOM's, 150,- students; incl. board, lodge; incl. proc.

Aug. 24 - 31 Symmetry & Structural Props. of Condensed Matter: Course & Workshop Trieste, Italy A. Faessler, Dept. of Solid Earth Geophysics (8th Course), ITP, POB 586, I-34100 Trieste +39 (40) 224 01 / 22 41 63 A: 31 May 93 / PP / limited / no fee

Sep. 10 - 24 High-Energy Physics: The 1993 European School Ispra, Italy Eurocourses, JRC, POB 586, I-34100 Trieste +39 (40) 224 01 / 22 41 63
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